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de�ne and compute line integrals of (smooth) vector �elds over fractal curveattractors of IFS. Apart from this, however, the IFSVVM provides a method ofconstructing and analyzing a variety of vector �elds over domains. By appro-priate choices of parameters, these IFSVVM vector �eld attractors can exhibiteither \fractal" or \non-fractal" characteristics.For the bene�t of the general reader, let us summarize the most importantfeatures of IFS. Let (X; d) be a complete metric space and let H(X) denote theset of non-empty compact subsets of X. The metric space (H(X); h), whereh denotes the Hausdor� metric, is complete [6]. Now let wi : X ! X, 1 �i � N , be a set of contraction mappings with contraction factors si 2 [0; 1).Associated with this Iterated Function System w is the set-valued IFS operatorŵ : H(X) !H(X) de�ned as follows:ŵ(S) = [i ŵi(S); 8S 2 H(X); (1)where ŵi(S) = fwi(x) : x 2 Sg. Then [12]h(ŵ(A); ŵ(B)) � sh(A;B) 8A;B 2 H(X); (2)where s = maxifsig < 1, i.e. ŵ is a contraction mapping. Therefore, fromBanach's Fixed Point Theorem, there exists a unique element A 2 H(X) suchthat A = ŵ(A), referred to as the attractor of the IFS w.Now let p = fp1; p2; : : : ; pNg denote a set of probabilities associated withthe IFS maps,Pi pi = 1. Let M1(X) denote the space of probability measureson the Borel sigma �eld of X with Monge-Kantorovich metric dM (more detailsin Section 2). Associated with this IFS with probabilities (w;p) is a \Markov"operator M :M1 !M1 de�ned as follows. For a � 2M1:(M�)(S) =Xi=1 pi�(w�1i (S)); 8S � H(X): (3)Then [12] dM(M�;M�) � sdM (�; �); 8�; � 2M1(X): (4)Therefore, there exists a unique measure �� 2 M1(X) such that �� = M ��,referred to as the invariant measure of the IFSP (w;p).In order to understand the method of [9], consider an IFS with a non-intersecting fractal curve C as its attractor. Let A and B be the endpointsof C. Repeated action of the IFS upon the line segment AB produces a se-quence of segmented curves Ci that converge in Hausdor� metric to C. Thisprocedure mimics the classical construction of fractal curves using \generators,"as illustrated nicely in Mandelbrot's book [13].Given a (smooth) vector �eld f(x), Giona, in the \spirit of calculus," thenexamined the line integrals RCi f(x) � T̂ ds where T̂ denotes the unit tangentvector. Since each segment of Ci+1 is obtained by the action of a particularIFS map on curve Ci, these line integrals can be computed recursively usinga method of \IFS with Orientations," keeping track of the rotations Ri asso-ciated with each of the contractive geometric IFS maps wi. (In [9], the IFS2



maps wi were similitudes and shared a common contraction factor.) Numeri-cal calculations with several examples suggested that the line integrals over theapproximations Ci converged to a limit which was then de�ned to be the lineintegral over the fractal curve attractor C. As in the case of IFSP, integralsover IFS fractal curve attractors with integrands of the form xm1 xn2 can be com-puted in a recursive manner. Giona then applied this method to compute lineintegrals over closed fractal curves. Numerical calculations supported the ideaof a Green's Theorem over regions enclosed by fractal curves.The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a Monge-Kantorovich type metric on vector-valued measures. In Section 3, we de�ne theIterated Function System on vector-valued measures (IFSVVM). This construc-tion is used to de�ne self-similarmeasure-valued measures in Section 4, a gener-alization of IFS with probabilities. This apparatus allows the construction of a\chaos game" to color fractal IFS attractors. In Section 5, the IFSVVM methodis used to construct tangent and normal vector measures to fractal curves in theplane. This allows a de�nition of line integrals of smooth vector �elds over suchcurves. These results are then used in Section 6 to develop Green's Theoremand the Divergence Theorem over regions with (nonintersecting) fractal curveboundaries.The formulation of vector calculus over regions enclosed by fractal curveshas been studied by J. Harrison and coworkers [10, 11]. Their methods arevery di�erent from ours in that they use an extension of Whitney's geometricintegration theory. This theory de�nes integrals on limits of formal sums ofgeometric objects by a very clever choice of norm of these formal sums of geo-metric objects. In e�ect, a fractal object is represented by a convergent series ofgeometric objects. In contrast, we are constructing explicit vector measures onthe fractal curves themselves. Line integrals of suÆciently smooth vector �eldscan then be de�ned as bounded linear functionals on an appropriate functionspace.Finally, we mention that during the �nal preparation of this manuscript,the authors discovered two recent papers along similar themes [7, 3]. In [7],the authors develop a similar method to construct vector-valued measures butprimarily to study their multifractal properties. In [3] the authors considerMarkov operators on spaces of vector-valued measures. However, they restricttheir study to the case of operators which satisfy a boundedness condition whichour operators, in general, do not. Their operator is very similar to our IFS op-erator (Eq. (7)) but the boundedness restriction does not allow the applicationto vector calculus.2 Metric on vector-valued measuresLet (X; d) be a compact metric space and let M(X; IRn) be the set of vector-valued measures on the Borel sigma�eld ofX with values in IRn. Let Lip(X; IRn)be the set of Lipschitz functions f : X ! IRn such that kf(x)�f(y)k � Kd(x; y)for some K � 0 and Lip1(X; IRn) be the subset of Lip(X; IRn) for which K = 1.3



For �; � 2M(X; IRn) we de�ne the Monge-Kantorovich metricdM(�; �) = supfZX f(x) � d(�� �)(x) : f 2 Lip1(X; IRn)g: (5)It is clear that dM(�; �) = dM(�; �) � 0. Suppose that �; �; � 2 M(X; IRn).Then (all suprema are taken over f 2 Lip1(X; IRn))sup ZX f � d(�� �) = sup ZX f � d(�� � + � � �)� sup ZX f � d(�� �) + sup ZX f � d(� � �):Thus, dM(�; �) � dM(�; �) + dM(�; �) (under the assumption that all of these\distances" are �nite). In addition, dM (�; �) = 0 if and only if � = �. Thus, theonly property that dM(�; �) lacks to be a metric is that it is possible for d(�; �) tobe in�nite.Example Let � = 2�, thenZX f(x) � d(�� �) = ZX f(x) � d(�):The �nal integral can be arbitrarily large since, for any w 2 IRn, f + w 2Lip1(X; IRn) for any f 2 Lip1(X; IRn).Let v 2 IRn and C > 0 and consider the aÆne subspace Sv(X; IRn) ofM(X; IRn) de�ned asSv(X; IRn) = f� 2 M(X; IRn) : �(X) = vg:For any �; � 2 Sv(X; IRn) and f 2 Lip1(X; IRn),����ZX f(x) � d(�� �)���� = ����ZX (f(x) � f(x0)) � d(�� �) + f(x0) � ZX d(�� �)����= ����ZX (f(x) � f(x0)) � d(�� �)���� :In order to bound the �nal integral it is necessary to restrict � and � to somebounded subset of Sv(X; IRn). Thus, we will assume that all of the measureswe choose are restricted to some subset S of Sv(X; IRn) such that � 2 S impliesthat k�k � C for some C, where k�k is the semivariation of � (see [4]). In thiscase, ����ZX (f(x) � f(x0)) � d(�� �)���� � 2Cdiam(X)since f 2 Lip1(X; IRn). We therefore de�neScv(X; IRn) = f� 2M(X; IRn) : �(X) = v; k�k � Cg: (6)4



This set is weak* compact, being a closed bounded subset of vector measures.Since dM(�; �) is bounded on Scv(X; IRn), it is a metric. Since Scv(X; IRn) iscompact, it is complete under this metric. (Notice that dM (�; �) induces theweak* topology on M(X; IRn).)3 IFS on vector-valued measuresLet wi be contractive IFS maps on X and pi � 0 be associated real numbers.We now relax the restriction thatPi pi = 1. Further, let Ri be linear operatorson IRn. We de�ne the operator T : M(X; IRn) ! M(X; IRn) associated withthis IFSVVM (w;p;R) asT (�)(B) =Xi piRi� �w�1i (B)� (7)for all Borel sets B � X. If we impose the condition Xi piRi! v = v (8)for some vector v 2 IRn then, for any � 2 Sv(X; IRn),T (�)(X) = Xi piRi� �w�1i (X)�= Xi piRiv= v:Thus the two conditions for T : Sv(X; IRn)! Sv(X; IRn) becomeC1: (Pi piRi) v = vC2: �(X) = v and k�k � C implies that kT (�)k � C.Proposition 1 Let T be the IFS operator de�ned above and suppose that Tmaps Scv(X; IRn) to itself for some v 2 IRn and C > 0. ThendM(T (�); T (�)) � (Xi sipikRtik)dM(�; �) (9)for all �; � 2 Sv(X; IRn).Proof: Let f 2 Lip1(X; IRn). Then, for � and � in M(X; IRn),ZX f(x) � dM(T (�) � T (�))) dx = Xi pi ZX f(x) � d �Ri(�(w�1i (x))� �(w�1i (x))) �= Xi pi ZX f(wi(y))tRid(�(y) � �(y))5



= ZX  Xi pi �Rtif(wi(y))�!t d(�(x)� �(x))= (Xi pisikRtik) ZX �(y)t d(�(y) � �(y));where �(y) = 1Pi pisikRtikPi piRtif(wi(x)) 2 Lip1(X; IRn), since si is the Lips-chitz factor of wi. (Details below.) Taking the supremum, we obtaindM(T (�); T (�)) � (Xi pisikRtik)d(�; �)and the result follows.For completeness, we now show that �(x) 2 Lip1(X; IRn). Let x; y 2 X andf 2 Lip1(X; IRn) and s =Pi sipikRtik. Thenk�(x)� �(y)k = ks�1Xi piRti (f(wi(x))� f(wi(y))) k� s�1Xi pikRtikkf(wi(x)) � f(wi(y))k� s�1Xi pikRtikd(wi(x); wi(y))� s�1Xi pisikRtikd(x; y)� d(x; y):If T : Sv(X; IRn) ! Sv(X; IRn) and 0 6= w 2 IRn, we can easily modify Tto obtain a new operator T̂ : Sw(X; IRn) ! Sw(X; IRn). Let R be any rotationsuch that R(v) = (kvk=kwk)w. ThenT̂ (�)(B) = kwkkvkR Xi piRiR�1�(w�1i (B))!= kwkkvk Xi pi(R ÆRi ÆR�1)�(w�1i (B))has the desired property. Simply stated, we modify R̂i = R Æ Ri Æ R�1 andp̂i = kwk=kvkpi.The case n = 2 is special. If Pi piRiv = v for some v 2 IR2, then, infact, Pi piRiw = w for all w 2 IR2. To show this, let R be a rotation so thatR(v) = w (with no loss in generality, kvk = kwk). Then Xi piRi!w =Xi piRiRv = R Xi piRiv! = Rv = w:6



Thus we have the following condition on the pi and the rotations Ri:Xi piRi = I;the identity matrix. In this case, the functional forms of T and T̂ are identical- the only di�erence between T and T̂ are their domains and ranges. Thisproperty will be used in Section 5. The operator that constructs the tangentvector measure of a fractal curve C will be modi�ed appropriately in order toconstruct the normal vector measure of C.We close this section by stating the simple, yet important, consequence ofProposition 1 above.Proposition 2 Let T be the IFS operator de�ned in Eq. (7) such that condi-tions C1 and C2 are satis�ed for a given vector v. Furthermore assume thatc =Xi sipikRtik < 1: (10)Then there exists a unique measure � 2 Sv(X; IRn) such that T� = �. Further-more supp(�) = A, the attractor of the IFS w.4 Self-Similar Measure-valued MeasuresThe �rst application of the general IFSVVM method described above will bemade to to the case of measure-valued measures. In some sense, this is the truegeneralization of the standard method of IFS with probabilities (IFSP) overthe set set M1(X) of Borel probability measures on X (cf. Section 1). Notethat the positivity of any measure � 2 M1(X) along with the normalizationcondition �(X) = 1 imply that � is bounded in the variation norm.As motivation, let us begin with a variation of the standard random itera-tion algorithm or \Chaos Game" [1] for rendering the attractor of an IFS withprobabilities. (This variation was told to the authors by J. Anderson.) Given aset of N IFS maps wi with probabilities pi,Pi pi = 1, the standard chaos gamealgorithm is as follows:1. Pick an initial point x0 on the IFS attractor. One way to do this is to letx0 be the �xed point of w1. Set n = 0.2. With probabilities de�ned by the pi's, choose one of the wi's, say wj .3. Let xn+1 = wj(xn). Plot xn+1.4. If a suÆcient number of points xn have been generated, stop. Otherwise,let n! n+ 1 and go to Step 2.The variation consists of adding \color" to the algorithm. Assign a color Cito each map wi and and a probability 0 � pci � 1 of changing to this color.Then, the new algorithm is as follows: 7



1. Pick x0 to be the �xed point of w1 and set the current color to c1 = C1.Set n = 0.2. Choose a map wj according to the probabilities pi.3. Change the current color to color Cj with probability pcj . That is, withprobability pcj set cn+1 = Cj else cn+1 = cn.4. Set xn+1 = wj(xn) and plot xn+1 using color cn+1.5. If a suÆcient number of points have been generated, stop. Otherwise, letn! n+ 1 and go to Step 2.This algorithm yields a plot of the attractor \colored" in a self-similar wayby the colors associated with the IFS maps wi. Figure 1 is an illustration of sucha colored version of the Sierpinski triangle (a 3-map IFS) that was generatedwith pci = 1=2 for all i. Since a black-and-white copy of the attractor willobviously not show the true coloring, we provide a very brief description. Letwi; i = 1; 2; 3, denote the IFS maps for this attractor with �xed points (0; 0),(1; 0) and (0; 1), respectively. Associated with these maps are the colors red,green and blue, respectively. As one travels toward a vertex, the color of theattractor points approaches the color associated with the IFS map with thatvertex as �xed point. For example, as one approaches (1; 0), the color of theattractor points becomes more green.
Figure 1: Sierpinski Triangle colored by the \color chaos game"8



We now present an IFS operator that can generate a \colored" attractor asits �xed point. Let � be a �nite set with n = j�j and Mi be Markov transitionmatrices on �. Since we wish to multiply the Mi's by probability vectors on theright, we require them to be column stochastic, that is, the column sum of eachmatrix Mi is 1.For our set of N IFS maps wi with probabilities pi,Pi p1 = 1, we de�ne the\color Markov" operator MC :M(X; IRn)!M(X; IRn) byMC(�)(B) =Xi piMi� �w�1i (B)� (11)for all Borel sets B � X. In other words, we use Markov transition matrices forthe linear operators that de�ne M . Now let v be an invariant measure for thestochastic matrixPi piMi. (Being a convex combination of column stochasticmatrices, this matrix is column stochastic.) The set we use to replace Scv(X; IRn)from Section 2 is the spaceP(X; IRn) = f� 2M(X; IRn) : �(B) � 0; 8B � X;�(X) = vg: (12)Notice that this set is automatically bounded in semivariation (and in totalvariation as well). Clearly MC maps P(X; IRn) to itself. The condition that theMi be stochastic implies that kMC(�)k � C if k�k � C. Also note that if A isa Markovian matrix then kAk � 1.Proposition 3 Let MC be the IFS operator de�ned above on P(X; IRn). ThenM (MC(�);MC(�)) �  Xi sipikM ti k! dM (�; �) (13)for all �; � 2 P(X; IRn).Now assume that MC is contractive on P(X; IRn) and let ~� 2 P(X; IRn) bethe invariant measure for MC . Then if j�j denotes the total variation of �, wehave j~�j(B) = jM (~�)j(B). Denoting � = j~�j, we have that � is the attractor ofthe IFSP (w;p): �(B) =Xi pi� �w�1i (B)� :Heuristically, we can think of ~� asd~�(x) = ~f (x) d�(x)where ~f (x) is the \attractor" of the \IFS"~f (x) �!Xi Mi ~f �w�1i (x)� :Since ~� is absolutely continuous with respect to �, we know that ~f(x) existsand is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ~� with respect to �.9



The matrices Mi which correspond to the \chaos game with color" areMi = (1� pci)I + pciJiwhere Ji = 0BBBBBBBBBB@ 0 0 0 � � � 00 0 0 � � � 0... ... ... . . . ...1 1 1 � � � 1... ... ... . . . ...0 0 0 � � � 00 0 0 � � � 0 1CCCCCCCCCCAand the ith row is a row of ones. It is easy to see that kMik1 = 1, so that thecontractivity condition becomes Xi sipi < 1:For the Sierpinski Triangle example with equal probabilities, si = pi = 12 sothat this sum is 34 .The connection between the color chaos game and the IFS operator MC issimple. Given a set B � X with �(B) > 0, the probability measure on � de�nedby ~�(B)�(B)describes the distribution of the colors on the set B. If B represents a pixelon the computer screen, then this distribution describes the percentage of timethat this pixel is each color over the run of the chaos game.Note that Jiw = ei for any probability vector w (where ei is the ith basisvector in IRn). So, if pci = pc for all i and letting ~p = (p1; p2; : : : ; pN ); we seethat  Xi piMi! ~p = (1� pc)~p+ pc~p = ~pso that ~p is the invariant distribution for Pi piMi. Therefore ~�(X) = ~p. Theinterpretation is as follows. If probability of changing to any color is the samefor all colors, then the distribution of color content of the entire image is justproportioned by the pi's. This is not to say that ~� will be the same regardlessof the value of pc. In the limiting case that pc = 1, each subtile of the attractorwill be colored only by its own color.In closing this chapter, we point out that chaos games for IFS-type operatorsover function spaces have also been devised [8].10



5 Application to fractal curvesIn this section, we apply the general IFSVVM framework to the constructionof vector measures de�ned on fractal curves. The motivation is simple andbest illustrated with an example. Consider the classical construction of the vonKoch fractal curve under repeated applications of the generator G illustrated inFigure 2. l G 13 l 13 l 13l13 lFigure 2: Generator of the von Koch fractal curveIf we begin with the seed curve C1 = [0; 1] on the x-axis then the sequenceof curves Cn+1 = G(Cn) converges in Hausdor� metric to the von Koch curveshown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The von Koch fractal curveOf course, the action of the generator is accomplished geometrically by theapplication of an appropriate four-map aÆne IFS w. (The four maps wi aregiven in the Appendix.) Now, in addition to the geometric construction illus-trated above, let us construct a sequence of tangent measures to the curves Ciin an appropriate IFS-type fashion. Suppose that we begin with a \uniform"vector measure v on C1 which can be interpreted as the tangent vector to C1.We now produce four contracted and rotated copies of v and place them ap-propriately onto the segments that comprise C2. This process is illustrated inFigure 4.In general, let C be a (continuous) curve that is the attractor of an aÆneN -map IFS w. Let A and B denote the endpoints of C, L the line segment ABand v the vector ��!AB. Then the image of L under the IFS will be a piecewiselinear approximation to the curve. Let vi = wi(v). Then Pi vi = v (since the11



1
vv1 v2 v3 v40 10 10Figure 4: First three iterations of the tangent measure for the von Koch curveattractor of the IFS is a continuous curve, the head of vi�1 must touch thetail of vi). Let Ri be the rotation that takes v into the direction of vi andpi = kvik=kvk. Then piRi(v) = vi so we have Xi piRi! v =Xi vi = v:De�ne the IFS operator T (as in equation (7)) using the above Ri and pi.Let us assume that T is a contraction on Scv(X; IRn) so that has a unique �xedpoint � 2 Scv(X; IRn), i.e. T� = �. Then the sequence Tn(�) converges to � forany � 2 Scv(X; IRn). A convenient choice of initial measure � 2 Scv(X; IRn) is asfollows: Choose any probability measure � on X and de�ne�(B) = v�(B);for all Borel sets B 2 X, where v is the displacement vector de�ned above.Clearly �(X) = v�(X) = v so that � 2 Sv(X; IRn). Thus, Tn(�) ! � asn!1.With the above construction of T and our choice of v = ��!AB, � may beinterpreted as the tangent vector measure to C. To see why, let let � be thenormalized arclength measure on L. If we de�ne � as �(B) = v �(B), then �is the \tangent vector measure" to L. The iteration of T produces piecewiselinear curves Ci = wn(L) with tangent measures �n = Tn(�). Since the curvesCi converge to C and the �n converge to �, one may interpret � as the tangentvector measure to C.One might think of � heuristically as d�(s) = ~T (s)ds, where T (s) is the\unit tangent" at s and ds is the arclength measure. We emphasize that thisis not the case since C typically has no tangent vector anywhere. However,the analogy with smooth curves is useful. Furthermore, there are some striking12



similarities. If B � C is some segment of our fractal curve C, thenZB d� = �(B) = Bend �Binitialis the vector which is the \displacement" from the initial point of B to the �nalpoint of B. This corresponds to the case of a smooth curve C0 where d� is equalto ~T (s)ds so ZB d� = ZB ~T (s) ds = Bfinal �Binitial:Now let us consider the special case of planar curves C in IR2. The appropri-ate IFS operator T is de�ned as above. In order to to generate the unit normalvector measure to C, we simply insert an additional rotation R by �=2 to pro-duce the IFS operator T̂ from Section 2. T̂ maps the initial tangent vector vonto the vector w in the direction outward from the curve. The attractor mea-sure for T̂ will then be the normal vector measure to C. As mentioned earlier,T = T̂ (except that the domains and ranges of T and T̂ are di�erent, so theycan have di�erent �xed points).In general, however, the operator T is not necessarily contractive. As anexample, consider the Koch curve, the construction of which was illustrated inFigure 4. Let �0 be the tangent measure to the initial line segment and �n bethe tangent measure to the piecewise curve obtained on the nth iteration. Inthis case si = pi = 1=3 so that Pi sipi = 4=9 < 1. However, it is easy to showthat k�nk = b4n=3c(2=3n) + (1=3n)which clearly shows that k�nk ! 1. Thus, we can �nd no C > 0 so that ifk�k < C then kT�k < C as well. The basic reason for this is that the Kochcurve has in�nite length.It is therefore necessary to prove convergence of the measures �n in someother way. Convergence may be shown by using duality and interpreting thelimiting object as a measure, however not a measure in the usual sense. At bestthis \measure" will be �nitely additive and de�ned only on an algebra of sets(not closed under countable unions).Notice that T � de�ned byT �(f)(x) =Xi piR�i f(wi(x)) (14)is the dual operator to T . T � maps a continuous function f to another contin-uous function. Now suppose that f 2 Lip(X; IRn) with Lipschitz factor l andthat s =Pi sipi < 1. Then for any x; y 2 X we havekT �f(x) � T �f(y)k = kXi piRi (f(wi(x))� f(wi(y))) k� Xi pikf(wi(x)) � f(wi(y))k13



� Xi pilsid(x; y)= sld(x; y):Therefore the the Lipschitz factor of T �f is less than l. Consequently, thelimit of the sequence of functions (T �)nf is a constant function. Now de�neTv : Lip(X; IRn)! IR byTv(f) = �limn (T �)n(f)(x)� � v: (15)If �0 is uniform vector measure with �0(X) = v then Xi piR�i ZX f(x) dx! � v = ZX T �f(x) d�0 = ZX f(x) d(T (�0)):If we denote by � the \limiting measure" we haveTv(f) = ZX limn (T �)nf d�0 = ZX f d�: (16)This indicates that this de�nition of T is consistent for it to be dual to �.Using this dual formulation, we can de�ne \limiting measure" � as a gen-eralized vector measure in the sense that integrals can be de�ned with respectto it. However, only functions in Lip(X; IRn) can be integrated with respectto � since the integral of an arbitrary continuous vector-valued function on Xmay be unbounded. In other words, T is an unbounded linear functional onC(X; IRn) (the set of continuous IRn-valued functions on X) but a bounded lin-ear functional on Lip(X; IRn). The corresponding \measure" is at most a �nitelyadditive vector measure of unbounded semivariation de�ned on an algebra ofsets.It is not necessary to choose Ri and pi in the manner indicated above. Theonly condition necessary for convergence is that T : Sv(X; IR2)! Sv(X; IR2) forsome v 2 IR2 (along with the contraction condition, of course). Thus, we couldchoose any other fractal curve C0 with same initial and �nal points as C, andsame number of maps in the IFS as C, and use the Ri and pi derived from C0.However, clearly the invariant measure � so obtained will not be the tangent ornormal vector measure for C. As an example, consider the IFS mapswi(x) = (�1)n5 x+ 2=5di=2e for i = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4(where dxe is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x) and the rotationsRi where Ri is a rotation in IR2 of (i� 2)�=4 radians. The geometric attractorof the IFS is [0; 1] and the operator on vector-measures acts on measures withvalues in IR2. The �rst few iterations of the IFS operator are illustrated inFigure 5.We also mention that for T : S0(X; IRn) ! S0(X; IRn) the only possible�xed point is � � 0, since T is linear. This means that you cannot have oneoperator T whose invariant vector measure is the tangent vector measure for aclosed curve. 14
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? ���6��� ��� ���@@R @@R @@R @@R @@R- - - - -���Figure 5: Example of a fractal vector-measure on [0; 1]5.1 Line integrals of vector �elds over fractal curvesOnce again assuming that the curve C 2 IR2 is the attractor of an N -map IFSwi with probabilities pi and rotations Ri, the invariance of the vector measure� = T� with support C implies the relationsZC f d� = ZC f d(T�)= ZC(T �f) d�= Xi pi ZC R�i f(wi(x)) d�: (17)Whether or not � is the tangent or normal vector to C depends upon the choiceof the vector v, as described earlier.In the case of aÆne IFS maps wi and polynomial vector �elds f(x), theabove relation yields a system of linear equations in the moments of the vectormeasure � (speci�cally its components �1 and �2) that can be solved. Thesemoments can then yield the value of the line integral RC fd�. Some samplecalculations are presented in the Appendix.6 Green's Theorem for planar domains with frac-tal boundariesSuppose that we have a compact domain D � IR2 whose boundary is the unionof M fractal curves Ci each generated by an IFS. Suppose further that eachcurve Ci has no self-intersections and that Ci and Cj only intersect at a point,and only if they are adjacent on the boundary of D. Finally, we suppose thatthe Lebesgue measure of each curve Ci is zero.15



Let f : IR2 ! IR2 be a smooth function. For each Ci, we can computeZCi f(x) � d�i(x)where �i is the tangent vector measure on Ci. Thus,Z@D f(x) � d�(x) =Xi ZCi f(x) � d�i(x)where we orient the curves Ci in a consistent counter-clockwise manner.Let Ai and Bi denote the initial point and endpoint, respectively, for eachcurve Ci and let vi = ���!AiBi. When we combine these vectors (or the linesegments) together, we obtain a polygon D1 as a �rst approximation to D. Ap-plying the IFS of Ci to vi yields a polygonal curve with endpoints Ai and Bi.Combining these segments together yields a polygon D2 as a second approxi-mation to D. The boundary of D2, @D2, is an approximation to @D. Iteratingthis procedure yields a sequence of polygons Dn that approximateD along withthe boundaries @Dn that approximate @D. By construction, we know that@Dn ! @D in the Hausdor� metric. Furthermore, we can use the IFS for Ci toobtain an IFS operator Ti for the tangent vector measure on Ci. Using the Ti'swe obtain a sequence of vector measures �n such that �n is the tangent vectormeasure for @Dn.Lemma 1 Let �D and �Dn be the characteristic functions of D and Dn respec-tively. Then �D ! �Dn pointwise for almost all x.Proof: By assumption, �(@D) = 0 so we only consider x =2 @D.Suppose that x 2 int(D). Let " = dist(x; @D). Let N be large enough sothat for n � N we have h(@Dn; @D) � "=2. Then x 2 int(Dn) as well, so�Dn (x) = �D(x) = 1.Suppose that x =2 D. Again, let " = dist(x; @D) and N be large enough sothat if n � N we have h(@Dn; @D) � "=2. Then x =2 Dn as well so �Dn(x) =�D(x) = 0.Thus, �Dn ! �D pointwise for almost every x.This convergence is illustrated in Figure 6.We are now in a position to prove Green's Theorem for fractal curves.Theorem 1 (Green's Theorem) Let D � IR2 be a compact domain with @Dbeing the disjoint union of �nitely many fractal curves and dimH (@D) < 2. Iff is a smooth vector �eld, thenZ@D f(x) � d�(x) = ZD �@f2@x � @f1@y � dxdy (18)where � is the tangent vector measure to @D.16



Figure 6: Illustration of Dn and D and their boundaries.Proof: By our assumptions on f , we know that�Dn �@f2@x � @f1@y �is a bounded sequence of functions which converges pointwise almost every-where. Thus, by the Bounded Convergence Theorem,ZDn �@f2@x � @f1@y �dxdy! ZD �@f2@x � @f1@y � dxdy (19)as n!1. Furthermore, for each n, since Dn is a polygonal set we haveZ@Dn f(x) � d�n(x) = ZDn �@f2@x � @f1@y � dxdy (20)where �n is the tangent vector measure for @Dn.Finally, we know that �n ! � by construction and the contractivity of theIFS operators Ti and thusZ@Dn f(x) � d�n(x)! Z@D f(x) � d�(x): (21)17
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Z f2(x1; x2)d�2=Xi pi Z f2(a11;ix1+a12;ix2+b1;i; a21;ix1+a22;ix2+b2;i)(sin �id�1+cos �id�2):If we now consider simple polynomial vector �elds of the form f1(x1; x2) =xi11 xj12 , f2(x1; x2) = xi21 xj22 , then the above relations yield a set of coupledequations that relate moments of the component measures �i, to be denoted asgijk = Z xi1xj2d�k:However, such pairs of equations will generally be insuÆcient to determine themoments uniquely. The moments gijk may be determined recursively, however,if they are computed in groups \from the bottom upwards" along diagonalsequences.We begin the process with the selection of vector v that de�nes our spaceSv(X; IRn) in Eq. (6): �(X) = v implies that R d� = v, so thatg001 = Z d�1 = v1 g002 = Z d�2 = v2 (24)Now consider the following four cases for f : (x1; 0), (x2; 0), (0; x1) and (0; x2)to yield a system of four linear equations in the unknown moments g = (g101,g011, g102, g012). The structure of this system isCg = g001d+ g002e;where the entries of the 4� 4 matrix C and the 2� 2 matrices d and e involvethe IFS parameters.This is the �rst step, K = 1, of a recursive procedure in which the (K + 1)2moments, gijk; k 2 f1; 2g; i; j � 0; i + j = K;are computed in terms of lower order (i.e. lower K) moments. (This procedureis analogous to the computation of moments of two-dimensional IFS attractorsets [14].) The process is continued until all moments of the vector �eld used inEq. (23) are computed.As an example, we consider the von Koch curve of Figure 2. It is the attractorof the four-map IFS: a11 a12 a21 a22 b1 b213 0 0 13 0 013 �p36 p36 13 13 013 p36 �p36 13 12 p3613 0 0 13 23 020



Since the endpoints of the curve are A = (0; 0) and B = (1; 0), we naturallyset v = (1; 0). To compute the tangent vector we simply use the rotations Rithat correspond to the IFS maps, i.e. �1 = �4 = 0, �2 = �3 , �3 = ��3 . Theprobabilities are: pi = 13 . The IFS operator T associated with this IFSVVM,cf. Eq. (7), is contractive with contraction factor c = 49 , cf. Eq. (10).The four moments for K = 1 above are computed to beg101 = 12 ; g011 = p320 ; g102 = �p320 ; g012 = 0:To verify these calculations, consider the planar region D enclosed by the vonKoch curve C (with endpoints (0; 0) and (1; 0)) and the x-axis. Using geometricseries, the area of D is easily found to be A = p320 . From Green's theorem,we may write A = R@D f(x)d� where f = (f1; f2) = (�x2; 0), � is the tangentvector over @D = [0; 1] [ C and the integration is oriented clockwise. Theintegration over [0,1] yields zero. The integration over C from (1; 0) to (0; 0)yields (�1)2g011 = p320 , in agreement with the above.We now examine the divergence theorem applied to the planar region Dabove. It will be necessary to compute line integrals involving the outer normalvector measure to the von Koch curve. If we choose the vector v = (0; 1), whichis normal to the vector ��!AB, then the IFSVVM used above will place contractedcopies of v as normal vectors over the smaller line segments generated by theIFS maps, analogous to the tangent vector case in Figure 4. Moreover, thesevectors will be outer normal vectors to the region D. In this case, the fourmoments for K = 1 areg101 = p320 ; g011 = 0; g102 = 12 ; g012 = p320 :From the divergence theorem, A = R@D f(x)d� where f = (f1; f2) = (x1; 0)and � is the outer normal vector measure over @D. Once again, the integrationover [0,1] yields zero. The integration over C (independent of direction) yieldsA = g101 = p320 .
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